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About This Game

When you, as a young boy, are dropped off to visit your uncle, you notice something’s wrong. First, he’s not there to greet you.
Second, there’s the explosion that happened right as you arrived. And third, the house seems to be even weirder than you

remembered it. Now, your job is to find—and ultimately rescue—your uncle, by using his newest invention, the
Interdimensional Shift Device (or IDS), to switch between dimensions and solve puzzles. That sofa too heavy to move? There’s
a dimension for that! Switch to Fluffy Dimension and that sofa is now light as a feather. Need to get up to a high ledge? There’s

a dimension for that! Just switch to Anti-Gravity Dimension and things begin to float upward. Need to make things heavier?
There’s a dimension for th—well, you get the idea. Switch dimensions in real time, work your way through the crazy complex

mansion wings and rescue your uncle!
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Title: Quantum Conundrum
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Airtight Games
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7 SP1

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 Ghz / AMD Athlon x2 64 3800+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB / ATI Radeon HD 2900 512 MB

Hard Drive:1.75 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX9 compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese
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Beautiful game with realistic sense of choices, showing nearly all the hard choices of life. the controls can suffer at times, but
can be forgiven. I like that you get the choices of: Child, Adult, and Old, gives a sense of relatability. the choices show what
other people in your surroundings are going through, though some choices are terribly obscure, and nearly impossible to find.

Overall: cute, should be worked on a bit more, and fun.

Sincerely
QuazzarQuadrant. a monotonous experience... :(. Feels way too short, easy and lack depth, for me it fells like the game still in
early access.. The product was extremely laggy even with a wired connection. Was weird using a keyboard and mouse on the TV
and the controller play just wasn't smooth. It is a great idea though and I'd be looking forward to tryout a 2.0. Don't let me down
again valve. A fable from the Wakfu universe. Technically not up to the standards of the regular Wakfu animation, but still an
enjoyable watch. Would recommend to Wakfu fans.
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not bad (y). A fantastic twitch platformer, I just beat it in 1 sitting but I'll definitely be going back for the secrets and
achievments. Great soundtrack and it controls amazingly, the only knock against it is that a few of the brighter levels can be a bit
harder on the eyes. Well worth a go, there's a demo if you're unsure about it.. I'm voting up just to wind people up :P

P.S. It's only a one time purchase, it's not like you need it. I played this while recovering from the night before. The combination
of music and the infinitely spiralling neon world made me feel like I was seeing into another dimension. 10 out of 10 would play
again.
The simple yet elegant approach to UI and input works well and adds to the overall experience.. A Geometry Wars clone with
'multiplayer' elements. Instead of gaining weapon powerups you search for drone powerups that can attack your opponent('s
shield). It's very simple, and not really deep. But somewhat fun if you have a couple of minutes to spare.

[Rating: 65\/100]
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